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Project summary : approx 10 lines 

Big data is a field that treats ways to analyze, systematically extract information from data sets 
that are too large or complex to be dealt with by traditional data-processing approaches. Big 
data has gradually invaded all domains of neurosciences, from transcriptomic to histology. In 
histology, this applies to large series of sections that need to be analyzed so that cell numbers 
can be accurately quantified, while minimizing the time of processing. This approach is 
frequently associated to single cell approaches that allow extracting transcriptional information 
from the variety of cell types present within the tissue.   

The hosting lab works on the long-term consequences of perinatal brain injuries. These 
consequences can be multiple, ranging from abnormal development of brain cells (e.g. 
oligodendrocytes), reactivity of microglial cells, ultimately resulting in abnormal neuronal 
circuits formation/functioning. These injuries result in long-term secondary sequels that 
remains to be fully characterized. 

During this training period, you will use a recently developed approach for quantifying 
oligodendrocytes and/or microglial cells throughout the entire brain. Comparison of control 
mice to perinatal injured ones, will allow you to spatially and quantitatively explore the 
consequences of adverse conditions on brain development and microglial reactivity. 
Additionally, students interested in single-cell approaches will be able to supplement these 
histological analyses with transcriptional studies of these cell types. 

 



 

 

By the end of this training period, you will have acquired advanced knowledge in histological 
techniques routinely used in most laboratories. In addition, you will have acquired a unique 
expertise in big data handling which represents a promising development of image analysis in 
neurosciences.    
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